
Rethinking Luxury
Excellence, simplicity, authenticity: this essential triumvirate perfectly embodies the DNA of the
Michel Reybier Hospitality brand, the hallmark of all our establishments. Each one has its own
individual personality, but all express Michel Reybier’s personal vision: unique places in which
one feels good, memorable moments elived in the most natural possible way, experiences that
are secretly revealed, the unshakable will to offer the best. Through his name, Michel Reybier
nurtures a different concept of luxury that is a far cry from posturing and ostentation.
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The most sought-after addresses
On the water’s edge in Geneva and Zurich, in the forefront of Parisian life, opposite the towering 
Matterhorn in Zermatt, overlooking the Mediterranean in Ramatuelle, in the heart of History in 
Bern, under the watchful eye of the Jungfrau in Interlaken, amid the prestigious vineyards of 
Saint-Estephe… Both in Switzerland, London and in France, Michel Reybier selects the most 
sought-after addresses, breathtaking views, the best locations. Each one elegantly embodies 
the fundamental identity of each place, in its own unique way. Each one provides a sense of 
being exactly where one should be.
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The ultimate art of hospitality
Michel Reybier Hospitality redefines the codes of luxury hospitality under the auspices of first-
class craftmanship. He promotes a rigorous approach to privacy within which the quality of 
relationships, staff discretion and their attentive presence go hand-in-hand with sophistication 
and enjoying each moment. Ultra-personalized services focus on the human factor by placing 
the well-being of guests above all. A bias that makes all the difference at a time when 
standardization or uniformization are constantly gaining ground. The pleasure of a home from 
home.
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Gastronomy & Oenology
For Michel Reybier, passion is synonymous with high standards. To him, true gourmets take the 
time to look after their health with excellent fare. Despite their highly eclectic inspirations, 
Michel Reybier Hospitality restaurants share a love of wonderful produce enhanced by talented 
chefs. The wine and champagne lists bear the expert stamp of wine enthusiast Michel Reybier 
himself – owner of Cos d’Estournel in Bordeaux, of the Imperial Estate of Tokaj- Hétszőlő in 
Hungary, of Château La Mascaronne in Provence and producer of Jeeper champagne.
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• Switzerland, France and United Kingdom:
Geneva, Bern, Zurich, Interlaken, Crans-Montana, Zermatt, Davos, Flims, Paris, Ramatuelle, 
Saint-Estèphe, London

• https://www.michelreybierhospitality.com/de/contact/

• Contact person: Oskar Schönbeck, Group Director of Human Resources Switzerland

• Contact person languages: German, Dutch, English and French

• Contact person email: oschoenbeck@michelreybier.com

• Website: www.michelreybierhospitality.com
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AlpenGold Hotel – Davos

The largest hotel in Davos



Bellevue Palace - Bern

Grandeur and tradition in the official hotel of the Swiss 

government



Crans Ambassador – Crans-Montana

A fabulous tête-à-tête with the most beautiful Alpine peaks



Hotel Adula - Flims

The traditional hotel in Flims



Hotel Monte Rosa - Zermatt

Zermatt's historic and charming address from the very beginning



La Chartreuse de Cos d’Estournel

A family home in the heart of the Bordeaux vineyards



La Maison d’Estournel

A charming country house in the Bordeaux region



La Réserve Eden au Lac Zurich

An imaginary yacht club by the lake



La Réserve Genève – Hotel, Spa and Villa

A timeless lodge 



La Réserve Paris – Apartments

At home, the Eiffel Tower as a neighbour



La Réserve Paris – Hotel and Spa

A (very) special hotel



La Réserve Ramatuelle – Hotel, Spa and Villas

One-on-one with the Mediterranean 



L’oscar London

Staged pleasure



Mont Cervin Palace - Zermatt

An address as legendary as the Matterhorn



Schweizerhof Zermatt

The new art of living in the mountains



Victoria-Jungfrau Grand Hotel & Spa - Interlaken

A Swiss luxury institution facing an iconic Alpine peak 



Clinique Nescens, Genolier

Healthy ageing and preserving future quality of life



Placement opportunities

• Practical placement ( operational internship) / LYCar ( management placement) including possible research projects 

• Department: Food & Beverage, Rooms Division, Administration and Spa

• Position: F&B Service trainee, F&B Kitchen trainee, Front Office Trainee, Concierge Trainee, Housekeeping Trainee, Marketing Trainee
Human Resources Trainee, Spa Réception Trainee

• Possible starting moment: All the time / upon request


